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Overview of Presentation

•
 

Findings from the National Literacy Panel on 
Language Minority Children and Youth related to 
oral language development

•
 

Promising practices for building the oral 
language proficiency of English-language 
learners in the context of content area instruction
–

 
Primary grades reading/language arts 

–
 

Primary grades ESOL 
–

 
Primary grades math 

–
 

Middle grades science 



Context for Literacy Development

•
 

A large proportion of English-Learners in the US 
are

 
from poor families

–
 

In 2000, 68% of ELLs in pre-k though 5th

 

grade were 
poor; 60% of ELLs in grades 6-12 were poor which is 
twice the rate for English proficient students in these 
grade levels (Capps, et al., 2005)

•
 

SES has a large impact on oral proficiency which is 
implicated in text-level literacy skills 
–

 
Oral proficiency of middle and high SES ELLs is 7.2 
points or half a standard deviation higher than low SES 
ELLs (Cobo-Lewis, et al., 2002)

•
 

A large proportion of English-language Learners—
 64%--were born in the US (Migration Policy 

Institute, 2006)



Definition of Terms

•
 

Oral language proficiency: phonology (ability to 
recognize and produce sounds and sound sequences 
that make up language), vocabulary, morphology, 
grammar, and discourse features

•
 

Phonological processing: the ability to use the 
sounds of the language to process oral and written 
language
–

 
Phonological awareness: the ability to consciously attend to 
the sounds of language as distinct from meaning

–
 

Phonological recoding: processes required when a non-
 phonological stimulus, such as a written word or picture, is 

converted to phonological output (rapid naming of letters or 
pictures)

–
 

Phonological memory: coding information phonologically for 
temporary storage in short term memory (digit span or 
pseudo-word repetition tasks)



Definition of Terms (cont.)

•
 

Word-level reading: word reading, spelling
•

 
Text-level reading: comprehension, writing

•
 

Working memory (WM)
–

 
Active manipulation of the information presented while 
simultaneously holding the information in memory 
(repeating letters or numbers in reverse order)

•
 

Short-term memory (STM)
–

 
Direct recall of information



Development of Literacy

•
 

The word-level literacy skills of English-language 
learners (e.g. decoding, spelling) are much more 
likely to be at levels equal to monolingual 
English speakers.

•
 

However, this is not the case for text level skills 
(e.g., reading comprehension, writing). These 
skills rarely reach levels equal to monolingual 
English speakers.

•
 

A crucial area of investigation is how to build the 
English proficiency skills of second-language 
learners because these skills impede students’

 ability to achieve to high levels in text level skills.



Relationship Between L1 Oral Proficiency and L2 
Oral Proficiency

•
 

Consistent evidence for cross-language 
relationships: 
–

 
Working memory

–
 

Phonological awareness
–

 
Phonology (errors in L2 caused by L1)

–
 

Vocabulary
 

(for higher level skills such as interpretation of 
metaphors and quality of formal definitions and for 
cognates)

•
 

Inconsistent evidence for cross-language 
relationships:
–

 
Phonological recoding

–
 

Phonological short-term memory
–

 
Grammar (little overlap in focus of studies)



Relationship Between L2 Oral Proficiency and L2 
Literacy Skills

•
 

Measures of oral language proficiency in English 
(L2) correlate positively with word and pseudo-

 word reading skills in English, but are not strong 
predictors of these skills. However, various 
measures of phonological processing skills in 
English (e.g., phonological awareness) are 
much more robust predictors of English word 
and pseudo-word reading skills.

•
 

In contrast, well developed oral proficiency in 
English is associated with well-developed 
reading comprehension skills and writing skills in 
English.



L2 Literacy Instruction

•
 

Studies suggest that overall, the types of instruction that  
help monolingual English-speaking students are 
advantageous for second-language learners as well

•
 

Effect sizes are lower indicating that successful 
interventions don’t improve the literacy skills of second-

 language learners as much as they do for children 
learning in their first language

•
 

Adjustments that take into consideration students’
 

level 
of English oral language proficiency are beneficial

•
 

Adjustments that build students’
 

English oral language 
proficiency in the context of content area instruction are 
beneficial



Adjustments to Develop L2 Literacy

•
 

Capitalizing on Students First Language Strengths
Previewing and reviewing story book reading in students’

 
first 

language (Ulanoff
 

& Pucci, 1999; Liang et al., 2005); 
Instruction in the transfer of cognate knowledge from a first 
language to a second (Carlo et al, 2004). 

•
 

Scaffolding
Using videos to build background, illustrations and realia

 
to 

make word meanings clear, and engaging children in motions 
and gestures (Roberts & Neal, 2004; Silverman, 2007)

•
 

Reinforcement
Creating opportunities for teacher-student interaction around 
books to make them comprehensible during reading 
(Saunders & Goldenberg, 1999)



Overview of Primary Grades Work

•
 

Four year study to examine the development of 
literacy in students in two program types in 
–

 
Transitional Bilingual

–
 

English Only

•
 

Collaborative work with the school district to 
improve the literacy skills of students

•
 

Project located in South Texas where most 
students are language minority and Spanish is 
their first language

•
 

District in which there are high levels of poverty



Overview of Primary Grades Work (cont.)

•
 

90 Minute Reading Block
–

 
Supplemental materials to build language proficiency 
in Spanish and English

•
 

ESOL Block
–

 
Development of language proficiency through read-

 alouds of narrative and expository texts aligned with 
the curriculum, and related activities

•
 

Math
–

 
Supplemental materials to build academic language 
in math



Ninety Minute Reading Block
 English



Instructional Plan

•
 

Designed to complement the ninety minute 
reading/ language arts block

•
 

Days 1 and 2:
–

 
30 minutes of instruction that supports the weekly 
basal reading selection 

•
 

Vocabulary instruction
•

 
Pre-reading of weekly selection from the basal 
reader 

•
 

Days 3, 4, and 5:
–

 
Supplemental materials designed to develop 
reading comprehension and other designated 
skills



Basal Selections

•

 

Great Adventures
–

 

Grandfather’s Journey
–

 

Phoebe and the Spelling Bee
–

 

Opt: An Illusionary Tale
–

 

Max Malone
–

 

Champions of the World
•

 

Nature Links
–

 

City Green
–

 

The Sun, the Wind, and the Rain
–

 

Dream Wolf
–

 

Spiders at Work
–

 

Web Wonders
•

 

Be Creative!
–

 

Moses Goes to a Concert
–

 

The Little Painter of Sabana Grande
–

 

The Patchwork Quilt
–

 

Pecos Bill
–

 

A Very Cool Place to Visit

•

 

Tell Me More
–

 

The Terrible Eek
–

 

In My Family
–

 

Cactus Hotel
–

 

Big Blue Whale
–

 

J.J.’s Big Day
•

 

Turning Points
–

 

The Bat Boy and His Violin
–

 

Two Bad Ants
–

 

Do Animals Think?
–

 

Wilbur’s Boast
–

 

The Koala Catchers
•

 

Think It Through
–

 

Lon Po Po
–

 

Animal Fact/Animal Fable
–

 

The Many Lives of Benjamin 
Franklin

–

 

Cloudy with a Chance of 
Meatballs

–

 

Pure Power



Instructional Schedule for Days 1 and 2

•
 

Vocabulary instruction
–

 
Introduction of 3 Dolch words and 3 key words each 
day

–
 

Use of picture cards and glossaries
•

 
Interactive reading of basal selection (half is 
done each day)

•
 

Skills practice



Example: Key Word Card



Example: Glossary



Example: Interactive Reading



Example: Interactive Reading (cont.)



Example: Weekly Skills Practice



Supplemental Materials for Days 3-5

•
 

Reading Review

•
 

Test Prep Questions

•
 

Word Study



Example: Reading Review



Example: Test Prep



Example: Weekly Word Study



Grade 1 and 2 Resources

•
 

Grammar
•

 
Writing



Grammar Resources

•
 

Introduce Concept
–

 
The skill is introduced in a mini-lesson. 

•
 

Group Practice
–

 
With direct instruction, the teacher guides students to 
complete one or two example questions.

•
 

Individual Practice
–

 
On-level students practice the skill independently and 
teachers work with struggling students. 

•
 

Review Individual Practice
–

 
Teacher reviews individual practice with students, 
correcting any misconceptions.



Example: Grammar Resources 

Week 26 DAY 1 
 
Materials: 
McGraw-Hill Grammar Practice Book:  page 163 
McGraw-Hill Grammar ELMO Chart 26 
 
Grammar: Adjectives 
 
1. Introduce Concept [10 minutes] 
 
Draw a concept map on the board and write the word apple in the middle.  
Remind students that the word apple is a noun.  Ask the students to close 
their eyes and think of words that describe an apple, like how it looks, smells 
and tastes. Select volunteers to describe their apple. Write the descriptions in 
the concept map.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sketch an apple to match the adjectives given by students. Explain that they 
have just listed adjectives, or describing words.  We use adjectives to 
describe a noun.  Then describe an apple in contrast to the students’ 
descriptions. For example- if students used words such as red, juicy, big, 
sweet – your description would be green, little, sour, etc.   Explain that using 
adjectives can tell us exactly what kind of apple we want or see.  They are 
important because they paint a picture so we can visualize what the noun is 
like. 

apple 

red sweet

juicy 

big 

Write the follwing sentences on the board:  
         The funny man gave a speech. 
         That is a big dog. 

Tell students that some adjectives tell what kind.  Ask students to tell what kind of 
man gave a speech.  What noun does funny describe?    Ask, What kind of dog is 
it? What does the word big describe? [dog]. 

Write the following sentences on the board:  
         The dog did three tricks. 
        The man had many friends. 
Say some adjectives do not tell what kind. Some adjectives describe numbers 
of things.  Have students identify the adjectives that tell how many and the nouns 
they describe. [three tricks; many friends]. 

Review the following rules. Use the information chart in the book. Have students 
place their finger on each bullet and read it with the class. Give further 
clarification as needed: 

• An adjective is a word that describes a noun. 
• Some adjectives tell what kind.  
• Some adjectives tell how many. 

Write the following on the board: 
       I saw a _________ dog.           What kind of dog? 
       _______  dogs were barking.   How many dogs? 

Select volunteers to complete the sentences. Work with additional examples of 
further practice is needed. 
 
2. Group Practice [5 minutes] 
 
Display ELMO Chart 26. Have students orally add adjectives to the sentences and 
tell if they are adjectives that tell what kind or how many. 



Example: Grammar Resources 

 
3. Individual Practice [10 minutes] 
 
McGraw-Hill Grammar Practice Book:  p. 163- Adjectives 
 
Distribute page 163 from the McGraw-Hill Grammar Practice Book. Give 
directions to the entire class. Complete questions 1 and 2 with the class. 
Let the students work independently or in pairs to complete the activity. Pair 
students so stronger readers are paired with weaker readers.  
 
If necessary, you can work with a group of students who may be struggling 
to complete this activity. 
 
4. Review Individual Practice [5 minutes] 
 
Review the individual practice with students. For incorrect responses, have 
students circle the number of the question that was answered incorrectly but 
also have them make the correction. In this way you can grade their work, 
but they will have corrected it. 



Writing Resources

•
 

Process
–

 
Present Genre

–
 

Explore Genre       
–

 
Group Brainstorm

–
 

Group Drafting      
–

 
Individual Brainstorm

–
 

Individual Drafting
•

 
Genre Elements Revision

•
 

Writing Mechanics Revision
•

 
Final copy 

•
 

Sharing Final Copy



Example: Writing Resources (Present Genre)



Example: Writing Resources (Explore Genre)



Example: Writing Resources (Individual 
Drafting)



ESOL Block 



Instructional Plan

Each 8 week unit contains:
•

 
2 weeks that focus on narrative texts that are 
aligned with the social studies curriculum 
–

 
1 narrative per week

•
 

5 weeks that focus on building academic 
language in science
–

 
1 review week



Vocabulary Instruction During Interactive Reading

Types of Words
•

 
Key Words

•
 

Discipline Specific Words
•

 
Function words and 
phrases

Materials
•

 
Vocabulary Cards

•
 

Glossaries that include 
definitions and 
opportunities for practice

Techniques
•

 
Instruction in context

•
 

Rephrasing
•

 
Choral Response

•
 

Total Physical Response
•

 
Partner Talk



Social Studies Themes

•
 

Learning About 
Communities
–

 
Communities Are People

–
 

Communities Are Places
•

 
Citizenship and Government
–

 
People and Their Local 
Government

–
 

Our Nation’s Government
•

 
Communities Are 
Everywhere
–

 
A Community’s Geography

–
 

Thinking Like A Geographer

•
 

Many Kinds of People
–

 
American Culture

–
 

The Many People of a 
Community

•
 

Communities over Time
–

 
Learning About the Past

–
 

Our Nation’s History
•

 
People Working in a 
Community
–

 
Making and Selling 
Products

–
 

Being a Thoughtful 
Consumer



Lesson Plan: Social Studies Themes 

Each daily 30 minute lesson includes:

•
 

Introduction of 2-3 vocabulary words each day 

•
 

Interactive reading for a portion of the 
selection to build additional word knowledge 
and comprehension

•
 

Discussion questions with written responses



Word Card: Social Studies Theme 



Interactive Reading: Social Studies Theme



Interactive Reading (cont.)



Discussion Question: Social Studies Theme



Interactive Reading: Science

•
 

In second grade, each 30 minute lesson 
included a read-aloud of a science text, using 
a similar format as narrative texts, with an 
overarching question and brief experiment 

•
 

In third grade, each daily 20 minute lesson 
included a focus on academic and discipline-

 specific language in science



Science Topics

•
 

Measurement

•
 

Magnetism and Electricity

•
 

Structures of Life

•
 

Earth Materials



Lesson Plan: Science Topics

• Introduce words using word strips
• Pre-teach general academic and 

science vocabulary
• Picture walk
• Interactive reading with questions
• Reinforcement with glossaries
• Assessment



Examples of General Academic and Science 
Vocabulary

– general academic vocabulary: average; 
assemble, acquire, core

– science vocabulary: monument, pyramid, 
rubble, obelisk, granite, outcropping, 
dome, magma, solid, hollow



Word Card (Side 1): Science



Word Card (Side 2): Science



Interactive Reading: Science



Math 

Modules to build academic and 
discipline-specific language in math



Math

•
 

Follows SIOP model 
•

 
Prior to the math lesson
–

 
State math and language objectives

–
 

Build academic vocabulary
•

 
Related to math concepts (e.g. compare, represent, 
difference)

•
 

Crucial to understanding word problems (e.g. receive, 
originally) 

–
 

Develop knowledge of academic language structures 
(e.g. comparisons using the word than, such as 
shorter than, more than, etc.)



Example: Math Academic Language Card



Example: Math Academic Language Card



Example: Math Glossary



Project QuEST
 Quality English and Science 

Teaching

Units to develop science knowledge 
and language proficiency in middle 
grades science classrooms
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Overview

•
 

QuEST
 

integrates
–

 
Science

•

 
NSF model of science instruction that includes 
engagement, exploration, explanation, elaboration, and 
evaluation

–
 

Activities to build language and literacy 
development, including writing

•

 
Methods based on findings from the National Literacy 
Panel on Language Minority Children and Youth

–
 

Motivation
•

 
Methods based on work by John Guthrie

–
 

Ongoing assessment
–

 
Professional development and mentoring



Introduction: Teacher Guide
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Introduction: Teacher Guide



Application and Wrap-Up: Teacher Guide



Application: Student Guide



Application: Student Guide
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Application and Wrap-up: Student Guide
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Activities to Build Academic Language in the 
Context of Science Instruction

•
 

Guided reading
•

 
Writing

•
 

Word-learning strategies
–

 
Cognates

–
 

Base words
–

 
Word roots

–
 

Nominalization
•

 
Comprehension strategies

•
 

Academic and technical vocabulary
–

 
Glossaries and assessments (note: there were weekly 
science assessments also)

•
 

Review
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Guided Reading: Teacher Guide

A cell membrane is usually permeable to substances such as oxygen, water, and 
carbon dioxide.  On the other hand, the cell membrane is usually not 
permeable to some large molecules and salts.  Substances that can move into 
and out of a cell do so by one of three methods: diffusion, osmosis, or active 
transport. 
 
A 3: Name some things that can easily permeate the cell membrane.   
(Oxygen, water, and carbon dioxide can permeate the cell membrane.)  
 
O: Name some things that cannot easily permeate the cell membrane.   
(Large molecules and salts cannot permeate the cell membrane.) 
 
Have students answer Key Question #1 in their student charts.   
 
Key Question 1: How does the structure of the cell membrane relate to its 
function? 
(The cell membrane is structured so that substances can only move into and out 
of a cell by either diffusion, osmosis, or active transport.  The cell membrane’s 
structure does not allow all substances to pass through it.) 
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Writing: Student Guide



Writing: Student Guide
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Writing: Student Guide
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Word-learning Strategy: Student Guide

 

 

Student Chart 6.4B 
Work with a partner to find all the cognates in the paragraph. There are 
nine more. 
 

The Chemicals of Life The cells of all living things are composed of chemical substances.  
The most abundant chemical substance in cells is water.  Other chemical substances called 
carbohydrates (kar boh HY draytz) are a cell’s main energy source.  Two other chemical 
substances, proteins (PRO teenz) and lipids (LIP idz), are the building materials of cells, 
much like wood and bricks are the building materials of houses.  Finally, nucleic (noo KLEE 
ik) acids are the genetic material—the chemical instructions that direct the cell’s activities.  

 

Student Chart 6.4A 
Warm-Up 
 
 
 
 

English Word English Meaning Spanish Word Spanish Meaning 

Necessary 
 
 
 

Necesario 
 
 
 

Flexible  Flexible 
 
 

Pie  Pie  
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Word-learning Strategy: Student Guide

 

Student Chart 7.4B 
 

Spanish 
 

English Cognate 
Letter(s) in Spanish, 

not in English 

sustancias substances  

químicas [chemicals]  

célula [cells]  

compuestas [composed]  

abundante [abundant]  

energía [energy]  

carbohidratos [carbohydrares]  

proteínas [proteins]  

lípidos [lipids]  

materiales [materials]  

finalmente [finally]  

ácidos acids  

nucleicos [nucleic]  

genético [genetic]  

instrucciones [instructions]  

dirigen [direct]  

actividades [activities]  
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Word-learning Strategy: Student Guide

 

 

Student Chart 7.4C  Identification of Sound Differences  
Using the ELMO, show students the following Likert Scale.  Explain 
to students that some of the cognates sound more alike than others. 
Direct students to identify how alike or not alike the sets of cognates 
sound on a scale of 1 to 4. 

Sounds completely 
different 

Sounds slightly 
different 

Sounds similar 
Sounds exactly 

alike 

1 2 3 4 

substances /   substancias 

1 2 3 4 

chemical /  químicas 

1 2 3 4 

cell /  célula 

1 2 3 4 

compose /  compuestas 

1 2 3 4 

abundant /  abundante 

1 2 3 4 

energy /  energía 

1 2 3 4 

protiens /  proteínas 

1 2 3 4 

carbohydrates /   carbohidratos 

1 2 3 4 

lipids /  lípidos 

1 2 3 4 

materiales /  materials 

1 2 3 4 
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Word-learning Strategy: Student Guide



Comprehension Strategy: Teacher Guide
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Selection of Vocabulary

•
 

Choose the highest frequency words 
indicated by the Academic Word List
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Glossary
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Vocabulary Assessment
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Review: Teacher Concept Map

 

 

 

Teacher Chart 12.4C1 
Concept Map Practice 
 
Title:  Cell processes 
Word Bank:  CHLORPLASTS, OTHER ORGANISMS, 
PHOTOSYNTHESIS, OXYGEN, CARBON DIOXIDE, WATER 
 
Use the word bank above to fill in Energy concept map below.  
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Review: Student Concept Map

 

Student Chart 12.4C1 
Concept Map Practice 
 
Title:  Cell processes 
Word Bank:  CHLORPLASTS, OTHER ORGANISMS, PHOTOSYNTHESIS, 
OXYGEN, CARBON DIOXIDE, WATER 
 
Use the word bank above to fill in Energy concept map below.  
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Review: Vocabulary Cards

ENGULF 
 

 
 

 
 
 

To engulf is to cover or swallow up or surround someone or something. 
 
En español “engulf” quiere decir cubrir, envolver o rodear algo o a alguien.  
 
Flood waters engulf the house. 
 
Teacher: Can you think of a city where many houses were engulfed by a flood?  
 
Student: A city where many houses were engulfed by a flood is: ______________.  
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Overarching Theme: Differentiation and 
Scaffolding

•
 

Differentiation
–

 
Use of same activity in different ways (concept map 
example)

–
 

Partnering with high and low proficient students working 
together, while teacher pulls group of struggling learners

–
 

Use of on-level supplementary materials for students who 
are more advanced

•
 

Scaffolding
–

 
Guided reading where teacher reads the text

–
 

Lots of teacher modeling (e.g., discussion then writing)
–

 
Clear written instructions; written examples of what 
students have to produce

–
 

Hands-on activities and visuals prior to reading the text



Questions? Comments?



Contact CREATE

•
 

Find out more about CREATE’s projects 
and activities at www.cal.org/create.

•
 

Subscribe to the email announcement list 
to receive regular updates from CREATE: 
www.cal.org/create/join.

http://www.cal.org/create
http://www.cal.org/create/join
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